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ABSTRACT 

Assessment of liver function is a key task in hepatology but accurate quantification of hepatic               
function has remained a clinical challenge. Dynamic liver function tests are a promising tool for the                
non-invasive evaluation of liver function in vivo. One class of such tests are breath tests based on                 
the conversion of 13C-labeled substrates by the liver to 13CO2 subsequently measured in the breath.               
A commonly applied substrate is 13C-methacetin, converted to paracetamol and 13CO2 via            
cytochrome P450 1A2 (CYP1A2), used orally in the methacetin breath test (MBT) and intravenously              
in the LiMAx test. An important clinical question is which factors can affect MBT and LiMAx results.                 
The aim of our study was to answer this question using computational modeling to derive basic                
information for a better understanding of the methacetin breath test and factors influencing its              
results. A physiological based pharmacokinetics (PBPK) model for 13C-methacetin breath tests           
including absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination of 13C-methacetin, paracetamol, and          
13C-bicarbonate/13CO2 was developed. The model correctly predicts data from more than 20 clinical             
studies after oral and intravenous application under various dosing regimes of paracetamol,            
13C-bicarbonate, and 13C-methacetin, based on retrospective analysis. Model predictions were          
validated based on data from multiple studies consisting of 13C-bicarbonate kinetics, LiMAx dosing             
study and retrospective analysis of LiMAx data from healthy smokers and non-smokers. Sensitivity             
analysis was performed to identify key factors influencing MBT and LiMAx. Main factors are i)               
parameters of hepatic methacetin metabolization such as CYP1A2 content and functional liver            
volume (parenchymal liver fraction); ii) hepatic perfusion; and iii) parameters for 13CO2 exhalation like              
CO2 production, lung volume and lung perfusion. The MBT based on oral administration of              
methacetin is strongly affected by absorption kinetics of methacetin, which is not the case for LiMAx.                
The model was applied to study the effect of clinically relevant parameters like CYP1A2 content,               
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hepatic perfusion or lifestyle factors like smoking on LiMAx. In summary, we present a valuble tool                
for the evaluation of dynamical liver function tests based on 13C-methacetin. 

INTRODUCTION 

Liver function tests 

The liver fulfills a broad variety of physiological functions, such as metabolism of carbohydrates, fat,               
and proteins, storage of glycogen, synthesis of proteins like albumin, clotting and immune factors,              
detoxification of toxins and pharmacological agents, or excretion of bile {Sakka2007, Rubin2017}.            
Assessment of liver function is a key task in hepatology. It is important for detecting impaired liver                 
function, the monitoring of patient status and progression in primary liver diseases, or the evaluation               
of liver capacity before and after liver resection and transplantation. Accurate quantification of the              
function of the liver has remained a clinical challenge. Most commonly, the diagnostics is based on                
measurements of static biochemical parameters of synthesis (prothrombin, cholesterol, albumin),          
hepatocellular integrity (transaminases), detoxification (ammonium), excretion and cholestasis        
(bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, ɣGT), in combination with imaging techniques or scores such as the              
Child-Turcotte-Pugh classification, which combines clinical parameters (ascites and degree of          
encephalopathy) with serum parameters {Bonfrate2014}. Even if these conventional static          
biochemical liver tests can be useful to value a mixture of injury and function, none is regarded to be                   
a reliable marker to quantify either functional hepatic reserve or liver dysfunction in critically ill               
patients {Nista2004, Bonfrate2014}. Liver biopsy, often considered the gold standard, is an invasive             
procedure and has its limitations including inter-observer variability, sampling error and the risk of              
complications {Gorowska-Kowolik2017}. Importantly, biopsies only provide a static histological         
picture, but no information about functionality of the liver in vivo. 

Dynamic liver function tests (D-LFT) 

In contrast to these static methods, dynamic liver function tests (D-LFT) enable quantitative             
assessment of the organ’s functional reserve for selected functions by analyzing the kinetics of the               
metabolization of a specific test substrate (hepatic elimination) {Herold2000, Rubin2017}. D-LFTs           
using various test substances have been investigated in the past providing information about in vivo               
hepatic clearance, e.g., indocyanine green {DeGasperi2016}, caffeine {Renner1984}, galactose         
{Bernstein1960} or methacetin {Gorowska-Kowolik2017, Rubin2017}. Most of these tests are based           
on repeated blood sampling with subsequent analysis of the concentration time curves. 

An important subclass of D-LFTs are non-invasive breath tests measuring the exhaled 13CO2 by the               
lungs after the conversion of 13C-labeled substrates by the liver. The amount and rate of appearance                
of 13CO2 in the breath is hereby a proxy for hepatic clearance via the respective pathway. Breath                 
samples are collected after predetermined time intervals to measure changes in the 13CO2/

12CO2             
ratio R(t) from the baseline R(t0). The relative change in the ratio is called delta over baseline (DOB)                  
and given in per mil (‰) normalized by the reference value for the 13CO2/

12CO2 ratio (RPDB =                 
0.01123) {Rubin2017}. 

OB D =  RPDB

R(t) − R(t )0  

Based on the obtained DOB time courses, various parameters describing the kinetics of the              
13C-labeled substrate can be calculated: time from administration of 13C-labeled substrate to the             
peak elimination of 13CO2 (Tmax); peak value reached (DOBmax); area under the DOB curve (AUC);               
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momentary or cumulative dose of 13C-substrate recovered from the exhaled air (recovery)            
{Gorowska-Kowolik2017}. 

Methacetin breath test (MBT) & LiMAx 

Various substrates specific for particular hepatic functions have been applied in breath tests:             
13C-phenylalanine (mitochondrial metabolism) {Bozek2018}, 13C-caffeine (P450 1A2 detoxification)        
{Park2003}, 13C-galactose (central carbon metabolism), 13C-aminopyrine {Minon1995}, or the often          
applied 13C-methacetin (P450 1A2 detoxification) {Lalazar2009}. In most test protocols for the            
methacetin breath test (MBT), a constant dose of 75–150 [mg] 13C-methacetin is ingested, absorbed              
into the blood and transported to the liver, where it is specifically metabolized by the microsomal                
cytochrome P450 1A2 (CYP1A2) {Rubin2017}. The oral administration of methacetin can hereby            
result in high individual variability of the MBT due to the absorption of methacetin from the                
gastrointestinal tract {Gorowska-Kowolik2017}. An alternative avoiding this limitation is the LiMAx           
test (liver maximum function capacity, see Figure 1A) using a bolus injection of a body-weight              
adjusted dose of 13C-methacetin and continuous online breath sampling at the bedside for a              
maximum of 1h after injection {Rubin2017}. 

Open question 

The test with 13C-methacetin belongs to the best described and most widely applied methods in               
noninvasive liver function assessment. Due to the rising availability of this method, knowledge             
concerning its limitations, as well as its usefulness in sub-groups of patients, is important              
{Gorowska-Kowolik2017}. An important clinical and research question is which factors can influence            
the results of MBT and LiMAx, consequently affecting accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of these              
tests. 

The rate of 13CO2 expiration after administration of 13C-labeled substrates is a function of the               
metabolism of the given substance, as well as the kinetics of the CO2 bicarbonate pools which the                 
labeled CO2 traverses. {Winchell1970, Winchell1970a}. Factors influencing bicarbonate kinetics in          
the body or 13CO2 exhalation could be important parameters. Furthermore, the hepatic clearance of              
a test substance is determined by the extraction of these substances by the liver as well as the                  
blood flow of the liver {Herold2000}. Based on the extraction ratio E for a given test substance, i.e.                  
the difference between inflow and outflow substrate concentrations and inflow concentrations, tests            
can provide information about liver blood flow (flow-limited, E=0.7-1.0) or about hepatic metabolic             
capacity (enzyme-limited, E<0.3) {Nista2004}. Hepatic perfusion and factors influencing perfusion          
(e.g. heart rate or cardiac output) could play an important role for 13C-methacetin D-LFTs due to the                 
high extraction ratio of methacetin. Other possible factors are the amount of CYP1A2 in the liver,                
and factors resulting in altered expression of CYP1A2 e.g. induction via smoking {Dobrinas2011,             
Dobrinas2013} or suppression via oral contraceptives {Granfors2005}. Furthermore, it remains          
unclear to which extent the absorption of methacetin impacts MBT test results. 

The aim of our study was to use computational modeling to derive basic information for a better                 
understanding of the 13C-methacetin breath test and factors influencing its results. Within this study a               
physiologically based pharmacokinetics (PBPK) model for the evaluation of 13C-methacetin breath           
tests including absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination of 13C-methacetin, paracetamol,          
and 13CO2 was developed. The model was applied to systematically analyze MBT and LiMAx to               
provide clinically relevant insights about factors affecting dynamical liver function tests. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Computational model 

The presented PBPK model is an ordinary differential equation (ODE) model encoded in the              
Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) {Hucka2003}. The model is provided in Supplementary            
Material 1 with a human-readable model description containing information on species, parameters,            
reactions and rate equations annotated to biomedical ontologies available in Supplementary           
Material 2. The model was developed using sbmlutils {Koenig2018_sbmlutils}, tellurium          
{Medley2018} and cy3sbml {Koenig2012}. 

If not stated otherwise, all tissue partition coefficients for 13C-methacetin,13C-bicarbonate and           
paracetamol for heart (Kphe), gut (Kpgu), kidney (Kpki), liver (Kpli), lung (Kplu), spleen (Kpsp), bone               
(Kpbo), rest of body (Kpre), the fraction absorbed after oral administration (F), fraction unbound in               
plasma (fup), blood to plasma ratio (BP), and fraction unbound in microsomes (fumic) were set to                
1.0. Reference values for organ volumes and tissue blood flows were taken from literature              
{Jones2013}. 

Numerical integration 

Simulations were performed by numerical integration of the ODE system with the high-performance             
simulator libroadrunner {Somogy2015} (CVODE integrator for stiff problems with relative tolerance of            
1E-6, absolute tolerance of 1E-12). For the individual simulations, the doses of 13C-methacetin,             
13C-bicarbonate and paracetamol and the respective route of application were set to the values              
provided in Table 1. MBT simulations were performed if not stated otherwise with a oral dose of 75                  
[mg] of 13C-methacetin, LiMAx simulations with a intravenous bolus dose of 2 [mg/kg]. 

Parameter fitting 

The following parameters were optimized based on parameter fitting: APAPD_HLM_CL,          
APAPD_Km_apap, CO2FIX_HLM_CL, CYP1A2MET_CL, CYP1A2MET_Km_met, Ka_apap,     
Ka_co2c13, Ka_metc13, KBO_FIXCO2, KBO_RELCO2, KBO_MAXCO2, KLU_EXCO2 (for       
description of parameters and optimal values see Supplementary Material 1 and 2). The parameters              
were estimated from published data (Table 1) minimizing the log-likelihood using a trust-region             
algorithm {Write1999}. The optimization was initialized 1000 times to avoid being stuck to a local               
optimum and to ensure that the optimizer works reliably {Raue2013}. The fitting was carried out in                
the R framework dMod {Kaschek2016}. 

Variability analysis 

To analyze variability of results due to parameters all simulations were performed with parameters              
changed by ±10% of the reference value. In detail, every simulation was performed with the               
reference parameter set and with every parameter changed individually by ±10%. Parameters for             
physical constants (molecular weights and the Pee Dee Belemnite (PDB) ratio (RPDB)), and             
parameters for the doses of 13C-methacetin,13C-bicarbonate and paracetamol (respective         
intravenous dose IVDOSE, oral dose PODOSE and injection time ti), as well as reference              
parameters (resting heart rate HRrest) were excluded from changes. In the figures the mean (solid               
line), range between standard deviation (mean±SD, dark shaded area) and range between minimum             
and maximum simulation results (outer shaded area) for all parameter changes are depicted. 

Pharmacokinetic parameters 
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Single-dose pharmacokinetic parameters of 13C-methacetin, paracetamol, 13CO2 and DOB curves          
were calculated by standard non-compartmental methods. The maximum observed value and the            
corresponding sampling time were defined as Cmax and Tmax, respectively. The elimination rate             
constant (kel) was determined from the slope of the regression line that best fit the terminal portion of                  
the log-linear concentration-time curve for 13C-methacetin and paracetamol (first order kinetics). The            
terminal half-life (t1/2), was calculated as log(2)/kel. The 13CO2 and DOB curves did not show first                
order kinetics and pharmacokinetic parameters depending on log-linear regression were not           
calculated. The area under the time curve up to the last sampling time, AUC=AUC(0–t), was               
calculated by the log-trapezoidal rule. The total area under the curve extrapolated to infinity,              
AUCinf=AUC(0–inf), was determined for 13C-methacetin and paracetamol by summing AUC(0–t) + Ct/Kel,            
where Ct was the last observed value. Apparent clearance (CL) of 13C-methacetin and paracetamol              
were calculated as dose[13C]methacetin/AUCinf, the apparent volume of distribution Vd as CL/Kel            
{Amchin1999}. 

LiMAx calculation 

The LiMAx value in [µg/kg/h] was calculated from the maximum DOB (DOBmax) via 

iMAx L = BW
DOB ·R ·P ·BSA·M  max PDB CO2BSA R  

with PCO2BSA the CO2 production according to body surface area (BSA), equal to 300 [mmol/h/m2], MR                
the molar mass of 13C-methacetin (166 [g/mol]), and BW the body weight in [kg] {Rubin2017}. BSA in                 
[m2] is calculated using the height H in [cm] and the formula by Haycock {Haycock1978}: 

SA .024265B = 0 · BW 0.5378 · H0.3964  

Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivity analysis of the pharmacokinetic parameters was performed by increasing and decreasing            
all model parameters individually by 10%. The sensitivity of a pharmacokinetic parameter q (AUC,              
Tmax, Cmax, Kel, Vd and CL) for a substance i ([13C]methacetin, paracetamol, 13CO2 and DOB) due to                 
changes in a parameter k was calculated as a two sided sensitivity based on increased parameter                

 and decreased parameter  with the sensitivity calculated as.1pk
+ = 1 · pk

ref .9pk
− = 0 · pk

ref  

qi,k = 2
1

q
i,k
ref

(q −q )+
i,k

−
i,k  

Parameters excluded from sensitivity analysis are the same parameters excluded from variability            
analysis. 

Smoking & Cirrhosis 

The cytochrome CYP1A2 variability in the population was modeled based on a lognormal             
distribution {Achour2014}. A baseline CYP1A2 content of 0.4 was assumed for smokers and             
non-smokers. In case of smoking an induction of CYP1A2 by the factor 1.4 was assumed relative to                 
nonsmokers (see resulting distributions in Figure S2). 

Cirrhosis was modeled by assuming reduced parenchymal liver fraction compared to healthy            
subjects ( ). An exponential distribution of parenchymal liver fraction in .85F PAR

healthy = 0         (F )p cir
PAR  

cirrhosis was assumed (see Figure S2) 
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with (F ) ep cir
PAR = 1

β
− Fβ

1 cir
PAR .12β = 0  

For healthy and cirrhotic nonsmokers and smokers each N=1000 simulations were performed            
sampling from the respective CYP1A2 and F_PAR distributions. 

Experimental/clinical data 

Experimental/clinical data were digitized from published figures and tables. All error measurements            
were converted to standard deviation (SD) from standard error (SE) using the number of subjects (n)                
of the respective studies ( ). References, dosing and number of subjects underlying all    D ES = √n · S          
curves are listed in Table 1. Data depicted in figures are means±SD. 

Validation data 

The PBPK model was validated using clinical study data not used in model building and parameter                
fitting. 

Bicarbonate study (Mohr2018) 

The 13C-bicarbonate breath test was performed in 44 healthy control subjects after an fasting period               
of at least 6 hours. 13C-bicarbonate (NaH13CO3) was obtained from dan pharma (Dannenberg,             
Germany) and the injection solution prepared at a concentration of 2.0343 mg/ml in 0.9% saline by                
the in-house pharmacy of Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin. The 13C-bicarbonate solution was            
administered intravenously in a final amount of 0.20343 [mg/kg] body weight and the 13CO2/

12CO2              
ratio was recorded continuously in the exhaled breath for 30 minutes using the Fast Liver               
Investigation Packet [FLIP®] 2.0 device (Humedics GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Prior to the            
13C-bicarbonate injection, the baseline 13CO2/

12CO2 ratio was recorded for 10 minutes and the             
changes of this ratio is expressed as Delta Over Baseline (DOB). The participants remained in a                
lying position during the whole test period. 

Dosing study (Taheri2017) 

Plasma methacetin and paracetamol and LiMAx were measured in 19 healthy subjects (15 male / 4                
female, mean age 30±7 [y], range 21-47 [y], mean body weight 75±13kg, mean body mass index                
23.2±2.9 kg/m2, mean body surface area 1.9±0.2 [m2]) under 2 [mg/kg] and 4 [mg/kg] doses               
{Holzhuetter2013, Taheri2017}. The 13CO2/12CO2 ratio in the exhaled air was tracked for more             
than 60 minutes as described above. 13C-methacetin as well as paracetamol blood levels were              
determined by HPLC at 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 30, and 60 minutes after iv 13C-methacetin administration.                 
Blood samples were drawn in a standardized manner as reported previously {Holzhuetter2013}. Five             
ml were discarded and a sample of 5 ml was drawn into a serum tube. Samples were centrifuged at                   
1,500 g for 4 minutes and the serum aliquot was separated. Blinded samples were analyzed for                
13C-methacetin and paracetamol by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). HPLC          
analysis was performed using a Ultrashere ODS with a LC-6B system (Shimadzu) at a flow rate of                 
1.5 ml/min, with UV-detection at 260 nm. Samples of 50 µl serum were mixed with 100 µl of                  
acetronitrile/methanol solution (1:1) and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 8 minutes before HPLC.             
Samples of 10 µl each were loaded into the analyzer. A commercial HPLC-Test-Kit for measurement               
of levetiracetam was used for the analysis. The Kit-conditions were modified for estimation of              
methacetin and paracetamol. Chromatography was performed with the LC-6B system. The           
sensitivity was 0.5 µg/ml with proven test linearity up to a concentration of 100 µg/ml. The mean                 
interassay variability was 6.8% for methacetin and 6.9% for paracetamol. 
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Smoking effect on LiMAX (Wuensch2018) 

A retrospective analysis of clinical database at Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin was performed             
for LiMAx in healthy patients and with cirrhosis (the subjects from the bicarbonate and exercise               
study were included in the analysis). Only subjects with smoking status, age, body weight, height,               
gender and limax values (two subjects were excluded due to inconsistent data). The final data set                
consisted of n=115 subjects (91 healthy non-smokers, 24 healthy smokers). 

RESULTS 

Main result of this study is the first PBPK model for the evaluation of 13C-methacetin breath tests,                 
i.e., the LiMAx and MBT dynamical liver function tests (Figure 1). The model describes correctly data               
from more than 20 clinical studies (Table 1) after oral and intravenous application under various              
dosing regimes of paracetamol (Figure 2), 13C-bicarbonate (Figure 3), 13C-methacetin in MBT          
(Figure 4) and 13C-methacetin in LiMAx (Figure 5). Sensitivity analysis was performed to analyze             
factors affecting MBT and LiMAx (Figure 6). The effect of key factors on the test results, i.e.,                
parenchymal liver tissue fraction, CYP1A2, or liver perfusion on LiMAx were studied in detail              
(Figure 7). Finally, the model was applied to analyze the effect of impaired liver function as well as                 
smoking on LiMAx results (Figure 8). 

Physiologically based pharmacokinetics model (PBPK) 

The main result of this study is a detailed PBPK model for the evaluation of 13C-methacetin breath                 
tests (MBT and LiMAx) including absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination of           
13C-methacetin, paracetamol, and 13CO2/

13CO2 bicarbonate (Figure 1B). The model contains all          
organs relevant for the methacetin breath tests, i.e. lung (exhalation), heart (cardiac output), bone              
(slow 13CO2), kidney (renal clearance), spleen (venous blood for liver), gut (absorption and venous              
blood for liver), liver (hepatic clearance) and the remaining body (rest). The liver is perfused via                
hepatic artery and portal vein (gut and spleen) as input and hepatic vein as output. The metabolic                 
model of the liver (Figure 1C) includes the conversion of 13C-methacetin to 13CO2 and paracetamol              
by CYP1A2 and the detoxification of paracetamol (APAPD). The resulting model allows the in silico               
application of paracetamol, 13C-bicarbonate and 13C-methacetin via either oral or intravenous route.            
The applied substances are distributed in the systemic circulation based on organ volumes, blood              
flows and partitioning coefficients for the different tissues. 

Paracetamol kinetics 

To describe the kinetics of the paracetamol product in MBT and LiMAx correctly, the model includes                
the processes involved in paracetamol clearance. The resulting model is in good agreement with              
paracetamol kinetics after oral and intravenous paracetamol application under varying doses           
(Figure 2, Table 1) {Chiew2010; Critchley2005; Albert1974; Baraka1990; Rawlins1977}.       
Paracetamol is rapidly and completely absorbed and subsequently mainly cleared by the liver, with              
minor renal clearance. 

Bicarbonate kinetics 

The 13CO2 expiration in the breath following administration of 13C-methacetin is not only a function of                
the in vivo hepatic metabolism by CYP1A2 for methacetin but also of the kinetics of the bicarbonate                 
pools of the body in which the labeled CO2 is distributed before its expiration in the breath.                 
{Winchell1970; Winchell1970a}. An important part of the computational model is hence a correct             
description of the 13C-bicarbonate distribution in the body. The resulting model is in good agreement               
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with bicarbonate kinetics after oral and intravenous 13C-bicarbonate application under varying doses            
(Figure 3, Table 1) {Meineke1993; Irving1983; Barstow1990}. The resulting bicarbonate kinetics         
measured in the breath as DOB is hereby a combination of multiple processes, i.e. exhalation of                
13CO2 depending on the amount of CO2

produced in the lungs, distribution of bicarbonate in the                
body, and storage in slow pools {Irving1983}. Importantly not only the very fast initial distribution               
kinetics of bicarbonate in the first minutes, but also the slower kinetics due to bicarbonate in internal                 
slow pools over hours {Irving1993; Barstow1990} as well as the overall recovery over very long time                
frames (up to 12 hours) {Fuller2000; Leijssen1996} could be reproduced by the model. 

To validate that the model can reproduce bicarbonate kinetics measured in a typical LiMAx protocol               
model predictions were compared with clinical data for bicarbonate in 44 subjects recorded with the               
FLIP device (Mohr2018 in Figure 3 and Table 1). 

Methacetin breath test (MBT) 

The resulting model is in good agreement with momentary and cumulative 13C recovery after oral               
13C-methacetin application under varying doses (Figure 4, Table 1) {Ciccocioppo2003;        
Holtmeier2006; Kasicka-Jonderko2011; Kasicka-Jonderko2008; Kasicka-Jonderko2013a;    
Lalazar2008}. Within the normal test duration of the MBT of around 2-3h depending on dose around                
20-40% of the 13C-label are recovered. Importantly also the time-course of long-term recovery             
reaching around 60% after 10h are correctly described by our model {Krumbiegel1985}.  

LiMAx  

In a next step, the LiMAx test under varying doses of intravenous 13C-methacetin (2 [mg/kg] and               
4 [mg/kg]) was simulated. Resulting model predictions are in good agreement with 13C-methacetin            
and paracetamol time courses and DOB curves after different doses of 13C-methacetin in the LiMAx               
test (Figure 5, Table 1) {Taheri2017}. Methacetin is completely and rapidly metabolized after           
administration, paracetamol appears accordingly and reaching a plateau due to the slow            
paracetamol kinetics in the liver compared to methacetin. DOB curves rise in line with the               
appearance of paracetamol, but decrease faster than paracetamol due to the bicarbonate kinetics in              
the body. 

Factors affecting LiMAx and MBT 

To analyze which factors could affect the results of 13C-breath test sensitivity analysis of the model                
parameters for LiMAx (Figure 6A) and MBT (Figure 6B) was performed. In the analysis, model             
parameters were changed individually and the effect of the given parameter change on the resulting               
pharmacokinetic parameters of 13C-methacetin, paracetamol and DOB curves was quantified.          
Changes on area under the curve (AUC), time of peak (Tmax), peak value (Cmax), elimination constant                
(Kel) and volume of distribution (Vd) were calculated. The parameters having the strongest effect on               
the DOBmax are listed in Table 2. 

Parameters affecting the amount of produced CO2 and availability of CO2 in the lungs have a strong                 
effect on DOBmax. Both for MBT and LiMAx the strongest effect is a negative effect of the CO2                  
production rate per body surface area on (P_CO2BSA) on DOBmax. In addition, perfusion of the               
lungs has a strong negative effect (FQlu), i.e. with increasing perfusion and CO2 production the               
DOBmax is decreased. A strong positive effect on DOBmax is observed by the rate with which CO2 is                  
exhaled depending on blood CO2 concentration (KLU_EXCO2), i.e. the more effective the release of              
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CO2 the higher the observed DOBmax. An increase in relative lung volume (FVlu) increases DOBmax,               
as does the partitioning coefficient of CO2 in the lungs (Kplu_co2c13). 

A strong positive factor on DOBmax is the hepatic perfusion (FQh), resulting in higher LiMAx values                
with increased liver perfusion. In LiMAx the hepatic perfusion has the second highest sensitivity,              
whereas in the MBT the effect is not so strong, but still hepatic perfusion is found in the top                   
sensitivities of the MBT. 

Among the top sensitivities for DOBmax
are parameters affecting CYP1A2 and the availability of              

methacetin in the liver. An Increase in CYP1A2 methacetin clearance per microsomes            
(CYP1A2MET_CL) increases the DOBmax, as does the amount of microsomes (MPPGL), the            
parenchymal liver fraction (F_PAR) and the free methacetin concentration in the liver            
(fumic_metc13). The CYP1A2 content (CYP1A2MET_CL) and parenchymal liver fraction (F_PAR)          
are among the top sensitivities in LiMAx whereas in the MBT these are much lower on the list. Both                   
MBT and LiMAx are sensitive to changes in actual hepatic clearance of methacetin by CYP1A2 and                
the parenchymal liver fraction corresponding to functional liver tissue. LiMAx outperforms MBT in             
detecting changes in CYP1A2 and parenchymal liver function due to its higher sensitivity to these               
values using the DOBmax

 as evaluation criterion. 

An important difference between MBT and LiMAx is that MBT is very sensitive towards the               
parameters for absorption of the oral dose of methacetin, i.e., the rate of absorption (Ka_metc13)               
and the fraction of methacetin absorbed (F_metc13), whereas LiMAx is not affected by these              
parameters due to the intravenous route of application. 

Body weight has a strong effect, but this could be indirect because many quantities in the model are                  
calculated based on body weight, e.g., the total cardiac output, organ volumes, organ perfusion or               
the total CO2 production. 

For the MBT test (Figure 6B) the overall pattern of sensitivities on the pharmacokinetic parameters              
for plasma paracetamol and bicarbonate/13CO2 as well as DOB are similar to the LiMAx test. The                
main difference is the 13C-methacetin rate of absorption (Ka_metc13) which has a very strong effect               
on the pharmacokinetic parameters of methacetin, paracetamol and DOB with an increase in             
methacetin absorption rate resulting in an increase in DOBmax and a decrease in Tmax. An interesting                
observation is that many of the pharmacokinetics parameters of 13C-methacetin and paracetamol in             
plasma are much stronger affected by changes in parameters in MBT than in LiMAx, with the overall                 
effect of parameters being similar. 

The different pharmacokinetics parameter calculated on the DOB curves (AUC, Tmax and DOBmax)             
are influenced by parameter changes in a heterogeneous manner, i.e. certain parameters affect             
AUC, others Tmax, others DOBmax. 

Effect of CYP1A2, parenchymal liver fraction and hepatic perfusion on LiMAx 

Subsequently, we analysed selected parameters relevant for the clinical application of LiMAx in             
more detail, i.e., parenchymal liver fraction, hepatic perfusion (Figure 7) and CYP1A2           
(Supplementary Figure S1). For the calculation of the pharmacokinetic parameters of the DOB curve             
either the first 60 minutes of the simulation, corresponding to data typically available in a LiMAx test,                 
or the full simulated time course was used (10h).  
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LiMAx (DOBmax) values are monotonously decreasing with decreasing parenchymal liver volume,           
indicating that LiMAx is a good proxy for measuring parenchymal liver fraction. The decrease is               
nonlinear. AUC0-60 calculated on the DOB curve of the first 60 minutes is different from AUC                
calculated on the full time course so are time of maximum value (Tmax) and time to half maximal                  
value (Tmax0.5). The relationship between decreasing CYP1A2 and pharmacokinetic parameters is           
very similar to a decrease in parenchymal liver fraction, i.e., changes in functional liver volume and                
enzyme have very similar effect on measured liver function. 

Hepatic perfusion has a strong effect on LiMAx test results with an almost perfect linear relationship.                
DOBmax, AUC, Tmax and Tmax0.5 are all affected by changes in hepatic perfusion. 

 Additional key results: 

- LiMAx based on DOBmax is very robust (Figure 7). No difference when calculated on 60 min                
compared to full time course, and even sufficient only to use the first 12 min with minimal                 
changes at very low LiMAx values. This suggests that the LiMAx test protocol can be               
substantially shortened (to about 15min) without any loss in accuracy of the test. This has to                
be evaluated on real patient data (and how the difference would perform!). 

- The Tmax 0.5 seems a very valuable second dimension to the LiMAX which could indicacte               
reduced hepatic perfusion and would than allow to, i.e. relatively high limax with long              
Tmax0.5 above 3 minutes could warrant subsequent measurements of hepatic perfusion via            
doppler sonography. 

LiMAx distributions 

The prediction of the model based on a continuous decrease in parenchymal liver volume were               
compared to a recent study analyzing 10000 LiMAx tests {Rubins2017} (Figure 8). The model             
predictions are in very good agreement with the clinical data, not only the change in curve form with                  
decreasing parenchymal liver volume, but also the shift in Tmax0.5

 to larger times. 

Effect of smoking on LiMAx 

The effect of smoking on LiMAx test results was simulated (Figure 8). The observed shift in LiMAx                
distribution in smokers could be explained solely on the bases of an induction of CYP1A2 in                
smokers. The same simulations were performed for cirrhosis assuming a decrease in parenchymal             
liver fraction. Interestingly, the missing shift in distribution in cirrhosis could be correctly reproduced. 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

Within this study, computational modeling of the dynamical liver function tests (D-LFT) was used to               
derive basic information for a better understanding of the 13C-methacetin breath test and factors              
influencing its results. The first PBPK model of 13C-methacetin based breath tests including             
absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination of 13C-methacetin, paracetamol, and 13CO2 was           
developed and applied to analyse MBT and LiMAx. 

To our knowledge this is the first detailed physiological model for a 13CO2 breath test for liver                 
function. Previous work is limited to partial aspects, i.e., i) pharmacokinetics models of paracetamol              
metabolism {Zurlinden2016; Sluka2016; Jiang2013; Geenen2013}; ii) compartment models for         
13C-bicarbonate distribution {Irving1983; Barstow1990} iii) compartment model for LiMAx         
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{Holzhuetter2013}. In contrast, this work provides a comprehensive physiological model of the            
13C-methacetin test in line with a wide range of clinical data.  

“The first consideration is the precision or within-subject variability. Few studies report the             
within-subject variability for the principle outcome measures, for example cumulative recovery of the             
label in the breath over the duration of the test. For example, reported within-subject variability for                
the 13C-MBT [37] tests is 11%. This variability is much larger than that which can be attributed to                  
analytical imprecision, and reflects true biological differences in the rate of metabolism. The factors              
contributing to the within-subject variance must be more completely defined and, where possible,             
must be considered in the design and conduct of the test.”{Afolabi2013} 

This allowed us for the first time to analyze key factors influencing methacetin breath tests. LiMAx                
and MBT are most sensitive to parameters affecting the exhalation of 13CO2, hepatic blood flow,               
CYP1A2 and parenchymal liver fraction. In addition MBT was strongly affected by absorption             
kinetics of methacetin compared to LiMAx. In the following these factors and their clinical              
implications are discussed. 

Effect of CO2 production 

Our model predicts that MBT and LiMAx are influenced by all factors that increase the total amount                 
of CO2 production. Examples of such factors are age, physical activity, consumed meal or sparkling               
beverage, diseases of the respiratory tract, fever, and thyroid disorders {Gorowska-Kowolik2017}.           
Variations in movement or physical activity during the test, or preceding food intake, can affect the                
rate of CO2 production, which can, in turn, affect the appearance of the label in the breath                 
{Afolabi2013}. Most of these factors have no clinical relevance, because the LiMAx is performed              
after an overnight fast with the subject in a resting position avoiding changes due to physical activity                 
as well as meals and beverages. Bicarbonate kinetics are strongly altered in exercise {Barstow1989,              
Barstow1990, Slanger1970}, as are LiMAx test results {Taheri2017}. 

Diseases of the lungs should be considered in the context of LiMAx, and can easily be ruled out via                   
testing lung function. 

Effect of hepatic blood flow 

Our model predicts that MBT and LiMAx are influenced by hepatic blood flow. Methacetin has a high                 
hepatic extraction, which results in clearance of methacetin which depends on hepatic perfusion             
{Bonfrate2014}. Therefore, is crucial to study the effect of altered blood flow on its pharmacokinetics               
{Nista2004}. Factors and diseases altering hepatic blood flow will alter LiMAx and MBT test results.               
The reduced 13CO2 in MBT observed in elderly could be partly explained by the reduced perfusion                
with increasing age {Scheider2004}. For instance, Ciccocioppo et al. showed that MBT values are              
influenced by age, and peak 13C excretion in elderly subjects was inversely related to the               
intra-hepatic resistance index (assessed by Doppler pulsed wave analysis) {Nista2004,          
Ciccocioppo2003}. 

Hepatic blood flow is directly related to cardiac output. Liver function abnormalities are commonly              
observed in patients with low cardiac index and are not associated with clinically apparent hepatic               
disease, resolving with compensation of heart failure {Naschitz2000; Malek2008}. In the MBT the             
cumulative dose of 13C methacetin after 120 minutes was related to the degree of heart failure                
assessed by NYHA staging system as well as the dimensions of the left atrium in patients with                 
chronic heart failure {Malek2008; {Gorowska-Kowolik2017}. 
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Exercise is an example with significant changes in cardiac output (in addition to changes in CO2                
production), and therefore also in hepatic perfusion resulting in altered LiMAx results {Taheri2017}. 

Effect of gastric emptying 

As predicted by our model, in case of oral methacetin administration, the 13CO2 kinetics is influenced                
to a great degree by the rate of the gastric emptying and the absorption of the substrate from the                   
gastrointestinal tract {Afolabi2013; Gorowska-Kowolik2013}. The strong effect of absorption kinetics          
can for instance be seen when applying 13C-methacetin with a standardized meal, resulting in peak               
DOB values at around 2h compared to 20-30min when applied with a drink (mainly due to the much                  
slower absorption under standard meal conditions compared to fluid) {Wutzke2008}. 

Such confounding, based on absorption kinetics, can be avoided by intravenous administration of             
methacetin as performed in the LiMAx test. 

Effect of CYP1A2 changes 

Our model predicts that LiMAx is influenced by changes in CYP1A2 and factors resulting in the                
induction or suppression of CYP1A2. Habitual smoking stimulates the activity of the cytochrome             
CYP1A2 {Dobrinas2011; Dobrinas2013}, and resulting in increased LiMAX, as confirmed by our            
retrospective analysis. Oral contraceptives reduce CYP1A2 activity {Granfors2005}, resulting in          
decreased methacetin clearance, as shown for instance via lower momentary and cumulative 13CO2             
recovery during medication with oral contraceptives {Jonderko2013}.  

In chronic liver disease, decreased cytochrome P450 activity can be due to down regulation of gene                
expression by interferons, tumour necrosis factors and other cytokines {Nishta2004}.          
Patho-biochemical investigations of human livers have shown that specifically CYP1A2 is reduced in             
different stages of chronic liver diseases {Palmer1992; George1995; Goetze2007}. Other factors           
inducing CYP1A2 are substrates of CYP1A2, for instance the effect of caffeine consuption {REF}, or               
even the repeated testing via methacetin {Kasicka-Jonderko2011}. 

Consequently, it is important for the interpretation of methacetin breath tests to check for factors like                
smoking, oral contraceptives or other factors affecting CYP1A2 expression. An important result is             
the correct prediction of smoking effect on LiMAX, which provides an opportunity for improved              
evaluation of the LiMAx test by accounting for individual smoking status. 

Other lifestyle factors (grapefruite juice, …) 

All factors affecting CYP1A2 activity are crucial. This includes for instance also sustances and              
medications which are CYP1A2 substrates, consequently functioning as competitive inhibitor on           
methacetin -> paracetamol conversion, e.g., coffeine consumption (see studies). A standardized           
questionaire could help here and information than certain food should not be eaten before the test.                
Especially no coffee consumption for 24h. 

Clinical relevance 

It is important to note, that many of the predicted factors have only limited clinical relevance,                
especially in the context of follow-up or repeated measurements within an individual person.             
Examples are height or bodyweight, which affect LiMax and MBT, but are not relative constant within                
a single individuum. Other factors like influence of meals, CO2 containing beverages, exercise or              
absorption kinetics are ruled out by the used protocol, i.e., overnight fast with intravenous injection of                
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methacetin in the LiMAx test. Factors like heart or lung diseases can easily be ruled out in clinical                  
routine. Consequently, despite many factors having a theoretical influence on LiMAx test results, of              
clinical relevance are mainly factors influencing CYP1A2 content which have high prevalence in             
people with liver disease, e.g. smoking. 

Our modeling approach has imacts which could directly be translated in the clinics (after validation in                
cohort studies, namely reduced LiMAx protocols of ~15 min, accounting for Tmax0.5 as second              
dimension of the test outcome, put special efforts in normalizing the injection protocol which could               
improve evalutation, take lifestyle factors influencing CYP1A2 into account in patient history and             
evaluation of LiMAx test protocols. 

 

Accounting for changes in body composition, liver volume and liver perfusion with age, i.e. building a                
more specific model representing the actual patient. Currently only mean parameters for most             
parameters. Putting age-adjusted paramters in such a model will further improve predictions. 

Advances 

The search for a noninvasive method that would enable optimal functional diagnostics of the liver is                
indisputably a challenge of modern hepatology. In the light of the presented research, LiMAx              
appears to be a useful tool for assessing the capacity of the organ, and as a prognostic marker in                   
many diseases. Methacetin is a very promising test substance because of its rapid metabolism in               
healthy subjects allowing a rapid non-invasive quantification of liver function. Our computational            
model allowed to identify important parameters for the interpretation of 13C D-LFTs which can have               
clinical implications. For the first time, our model allows to quantify effects of clinically and medically                
relevant parameters on LiMAx test results, providing a tool which could be applied for an improved                
interpretation LiMAx tests in the future, e.g., by adjusting for lifestyle factors like smoking. 

Limitations 

Despite the usefulness of the current study there are potential shortcomings and limitations: i) the               
model was developed for healthy subjects, with most of the clinical data sets from healthy controls                
under resting conditions. For the transfer of the results to patient groups with certain liver diseases                
the applicability of the model must be shown in such cohorts; ii) The heterogeneity of the liver was                  
not taken into account and no spatially resolved model of the liver was developed. Heterogeneity of                
function in the liver lobulus, e.g., zonation of CYP1A2, as well as on the organ, e.g., perfusion                 
heterogeneity being important for liver function were not considered; iii) Model simulations are             
limited to mean model simulations, and no stratified or personalized evaluation of liver function was               
performed; iv) Parameter variability was analysed in a simplified manner, no realistic parameter             
distributions were used; v) Modeling of cirrhosis was based on the assumption of reduction of               
parenchymal liver volume. Hereby, no structural or perfusion changes or alterations like hepatic             
shunts were included which accompany cirrhosis. 

Outlook 

This work provides the foundation for many future applications. Understanding the factors            
influencing D-LFTs based on computational modeling will allow to improve the interpretation of liver              
function tests. By correcting the test results for factors which can easily be recorded like hepatic                
perfusion with doppler methods, smoking behavior in the patient history, or lung parameters via lung               
function tests it should be possible to further increase the sensitivity and specificity of LiMAx. An                
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interesting future approach could be combination tests using a substance with a high extraction ratio               
like methacetin (E=0.8-1.0) and low extraction ratio like caffeine (E=0.1-0.2) for the same enzyme              
CYP1A2. Such a combination would allow to non-invasively decouple liver perfusion and hepatic             
metabolism based on a non-invasive test, thereby providing a more complete picture of hepatic              
function and hepatic perfusion. 

Future work will extend the presented model in two directions, towards modeling the spatial              
heterogeneity of the liver on organ and tissue-scale (zonation) and towards an individualized             
interpretation of D-LFTs. Personalization of model simulations based on anthropometric data will            
allow the calculation of individual reference ranges of liver function and subsequently an improved              
sensitivity and specificity using these individual cutoffs. 

By providing a reproducible model encoding in SBML large parts of the developed modeling              
infrastructure and methods can be easily transferred to other D-LFTs like caffeine, galactose or              
indocyanogreen and other breath tests relevant for the liver and easily be personalized. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

S1 SBML model 
S2 SBML model report 
S3 Sensitivities of pharmacokinetics parameters 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1 - Computational model. A) Overview of [13C]methacetin breath test. [13C]methacetin is given either orally in                 
the MBT or intravenously in LiMAx. The liver converts [13C]methacetin to paracetamol and [13C]-labelled CO2, which is                 
detected in the breath. B) Physiological based pharmacokinetics model for the description of MBT and LiMAx liver function                  
tests. The model includes the absorption, distribution, metabolization and elimination of [13C]methacetin,            
[13C]bicarbonate, [13C]CO2, and paracetamol. Application routes are shown in orange, routes of elimination in green. C)                
Overview of metabolic model included in the liver. Metabolism of methacetin and paracetamol is modeled via two                 
reactions: i) conversion of [13C]methacetin to paracetamol and [13C]CO2 via CYP1A2 and ii) paracetamol detoxification               
reaction (APAPD).  
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Figure 2 - Paracetamol kinetics. Paracetamol clearance after oral and intravenous application of different doses.               
Depicted are the venous paracetamol concentrations in [mg/l] over time. Respective studies, doses, application route, and                
number of subjects are stated in figure (A {Chiew2010}, B {Critchley2005}, C {Albert1974}, D {Baraka1990}, E                
{Rawlins1977}, F {Rawlins1977}). All experimental data is depicted as mean+-SD. Simulation curves are mean simulation               
curves, standard deviation of +-10% parameter changes (dark shaded area) and minimum and maximum of +-10%                
parameter changes (light shaded area). Details and references for experimental data is provided in Table 1. 
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Figure 3 - Bicarbonate kinetics. Bicarbonate exhalation after oral and intravenous application of different doses of                
[13C]bicarbonate or [14C]bicarbonate. Respective studies, doses, application route, and number of subjects are stated in               
figure (A {Irving1983}, B {Meineke1993}, C {Meineke1993}, D {Leijssen1996; Fuller2000}, E {Mohr2018}, F {Mohr2018}).              
All experimental data is depicted as mean+-SD. Simulation curves are mean simulation curves, standard deviation of                
+-10% parameter changes (dark shaded area) and minimum and maximum of +-10% parameter changes (light shaded                
area). Details and references for experimental data is provided in Table 1. 
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Figure 4 - Methacetin breath test (MBT). Methacetin breath tests after oral and intravenous application of different doses                  
of [13C]methacetin. Respective studies, doses and application route are stated in the title, number of subjects in the figure                   
legend (A {Ciccocioppo2003}, B {Ciccocioppo2003}, C {Krumbiegel1985}, D {Holtmeier2006}, E {Kasicka-Jonderko2008},           
F {Kasicka-Jonderko2008}, G {Lalazar2008}, H {Lalazar2008}, I {Kasicka-Jonderko2013a}, J {Kasicka-Jonderko2013a}, K           
{Vranova2013}, L {Vranova2013}). All experimental data is depicted as mean+-SD. Simulation curves are mean simulation               
curves, standard deviation of +-10% parameter changes (dark shaded area) and minimum and maximum of +-10%                
parameter changes (light shaded area). Details and references for experimental data is provided in Table 1. 
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Figure 5 - LiMax. Predicted time courses compared with model validation (bicarbonate kinetics in LiMAx tests and                 
methacetin, paracetamol and DOB predictions). LiMAx simulations for healthy subjects (DOB and recoveries, also long               
term recoveries). Prediction of model validation based on independent LiMAX test data under different concentrations. 
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Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis of pharmacokinetic parameters. Effect of changes in model parameters (rows) on               
pharmacokinetic parameters (columns) of methacetin, paracetamol, CO2 and DOB curves for LiMAx (left) and MBT (right).                
The following pharmacokinetic parameters were analysed: Area under the curve (AUC), Time to peak (Tmax), peak value                 
(Cmax), elimination rate constant (Kel) and volume of distribution (Vd) and clearance (CL). For paracetamol kel and Vd                  
were calculated using the respective dose of 13C-methacetin. Positive effects marked in red, negative effects in blue linear                  
colormap ranging from -0.2 to 0.2. Only sensitivities larger ≥0.01 are shown. Model parameters which resulted in changes                  
<0.01 for all pharmacokinetic parameters are not displayed. The complete set of numerical values are provided in                 
Supplementary Material S3. The maximum value of the DOB curve, used for the evaluation LiMAx and MBT is highlighted.                   
Rows are ordered based on hierarchical clustering of parameters (MBT and LiMAx combined) using Nearest Point                
Algorithm (single) with euclidian metric (without Z scores).  
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Figure 7. Key factors affecting LiMAx.  

A) Effect of reduced parenchymal liver fraction.  

B) Effect of CYP1A2 content/activity. C) Effect of hepatic perfusion. 

Analysis via reduction in actual clearance of the liver with subsequent classification in classes analogue to {Rubin2017}. 
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Figure 8. Prediction of LiMAx in liver disease. Clinical data in A and B, corresponding model simulations in                  
B and C. Time courses on the left) Kinetics of LiMAx tests were assigned to groups given in the legend with                     
median and quartiles are displayed (see {Rubin2017} for details). For the simulations only reduction in               
parenchymal liver fraction (F_PAR) was assumed and 500 simulations performed varying F_PAR in [1E-5,              
0.85]. Curves were classified to the respective groups based on LiMAx values. Medians and quartiles are                
plotted analogue to experimental data. 
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Figure 8. Prediction of LiMAx in smoking. Clinical data depicted in A and B, corresponding model                
simulations in B and C. Prediction of distribution of LiMAx results in smokers and nonsmokers, healthy and                 
cirrhosis. CYP1A2 content was assumed lognormal distributed with distribution shifted to higher values in              
smokers (see methods for details). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 

Figure S1 - CYP1A2 distributions and parenchymal liver fraction in cirrhosis. A) Distribution of CYP1A2 in healthy                 
non-smokers (blue) and smokers (orange) based on n=1000 samples from distribution. Dashed line shows the mean                
reference parameter for CYP1A2. The CYP1A2 distribution is shifted to higher values in smokers {REF}. B) Distribution of                  
parenchymal liver fraction in cirrhotic patients based on n=1000 samples from distribution. Dashed line shows the mean                 
reference parameter for parenchymal liver fraction in healthy subjects (0.85). 
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TABLES 

id Study by 
authors 

Subjects (n) Substance Dose Application Reference 

Albert1974  10 (soft gelatine) 
10 (tablet) 

paracetamol 650 [mg] oral, bolus {Albert1974} 

Baraka1990  10 paracetamol 1500 [mg] oral, bolus {Baraka1990} 
Chiew2010  9 paracetamol 80 [mg/kg] oral, bolus {Chiew2010} 
Critchley2005  9 paracetamol 20 [mg/kg] oral, bolus {Critchley2005} 
Rawlins1977  6 paracetamol 500, 1000, 2000 [mg] oral, bolus {Rawlins1977} 
Fuller2000  6 [13C]bicarbonate, 

[14C]bicarbonate 
0.79 [mg/min] IV, constant 

infusion 
{Fuller2000} 

Irving1993  5 (3 repeats) [13C]bicarbonate 0.62 [mg/kg] IV, bolus {Irving1993} 
Leijssen1996  18 [14C]bicarbonate 1 [mg/min] IV, constant 

infusion 
{Leijssen1996} 

Meineke1993  10 [13C]bicarbonate 12.5, 25, 50, 100 [mg] oral, bolus {Meineke1993} 
Mohr2018 ✓ 44 [13C]bicarbonate 0.2 [mg/kg] IV, bolus  
Ciccocioppo2003  28 (adult) 

29 (elderly) 
[13C]methacetin 1.0 [mg/kg] oral, bolus {Ciccocioppo200

3} 
Holtmeier2006  20 (control) [13C]methacetin 2.0 [mg/kg] oral, bolus {Holtmeier2006} 
Kasicka-Jonderko20
11a 

 12 [13C]methacetin 75 [mg] oral, bolus {Kasicka-Jonder
ko2011a} 

Kasicka-Jonderko20
11 

 12 [13C]methacetin 75 [mg] oral, bolus {Kasicka-Jonder
ko2011} 

Kasicka-Jonderko20
08 

 12 [13C]methacetin 75 [mg] oral, bolus {Kasicka-Jonder
ko2008} 

Kasicka-Jonderko20
13a 

 8 (LBMI) 
8 (HBMI) 

[13C]methacetin 75 [mg], 1 [mg/kg] oral, bolus {Kasicka-Jonder
ko2013a} 

Lalazar2008  100 (healthy) [13C]methacetin 75 [mg] oral, bolus {Lalazar2008} 
Krumbiegel1985  2 (healthy) [13C]methacetin 5.0 [mg/kg] oral, bolus {Krumbiegel198

5} 
Vranova2013  37 (healthy) [13C]methacetin 75 [mg] oral, bolus {Vranova2013} 

Rubens2017  10100  
(LiMAx Tests) 

[13C]methacetin (LiMAx) 2 [mg/kg] iv, bolus {Rubens2017} 

Taheri2017 ✓  [13C]methacetin (LiMAx) 2, 4 [mg/kg] iv, bolus {Taheri2017} 
Wuensch2018 ✓  [13C]methacetin (LiMAx) 2 [mg/kg] iv, bolus  
Table 1 - Overview clinical studies. Simulations were run with the respective dosing and applications. 
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